System architecture, experimental settings and experimental results of the EHR group for the WAT2016 tasks are described. We participate in six tasks: en-ja, zh-ja, JPCzh-ja, JPCko-ja, HINDENen-hi and HINDENhi-ja. Although the basic architecture of our systems is PBSMT with reordering, several techniques are conducted. Especially, the system for the HINDENhi-ja task with pivoting by English uses the reordering technique. Because Hindi and Japanese are both OV type languages and English is a VO type language, we can use reordering technique to the pivot language. We can improve BLEU score from 7.47 to 7.66 by the reordering technique for the sentence level pivoting of this task.
Introduction
Reasonably sized bilingual corpus is needed for the training of a SMT system. Unfortunately, between most of the Asian language pairs, we do not have such corpora, except a few language pairs like between Japanese, Chinese and Korean. On the other hand, between English and most of the Asian languages, we can obtain a large-sized bilingual corpus. So, we can use pivoting techniques (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007) for the SMT between Asian languages with English as the pivot language. HINDENhi-ja task of WAT2016 is an example. English is the VO type language and several Asian languages are OV type. Hindi and Japanese are both OV type languages. For the SMT between VO type and OV type languages, reordering technique is effective (Xu et al., 2009; Isozaki et al., 2010) . We can use this reordering technique for SMT between OV type languages with a VO type pivot language. We apply this method to HINDENhi-ja task.
JPCko-ja task, because of the word order similarity of Korean and Japanese. Pivoting is used for the HINDENhi-ja task. 
en-ja task and HINDENen-hi task
Our English-Hindi or English-Japanese translation system is ordinary word-based SMT with reordering from a VO type language to an OV type language. Our reordering method is rule-based and basically same as (Ehara, 2015) in both tasks. Here, we briefly explain it. English sentences in training corpus are parsed in n-best (n=100) by the Berkeley parser v.1.7 (Petrov et al., 2006) 1 and they are reordered in kbest (k ≦ n) 2 by our rule-based reordering tool. Next, we rerank k-best reordered English sentences by alignment score between English and Hindi or English and Japanese. In the last year's work (Ehara, 2015) , we used WER to measure alignment score, however, this year, we use Kendall's tau. Another new thing is that reordering process adopts iterative loop consisting of alignment and reranking. Change of Kendall's tau by this iteration will be shown in section 4.1.
For reordering of dev, devtest and test sentences, we use the LM score calculated by "query" command in Moses to rerank k-best reordered sentences. This LM is trained by the reordered training sentences of the TM training corpus. This reranking method is common to Chinese reordering.
For English sentence reordering, deleting articles ("a", "an" and "the") and adding two case markers (subject and object) (Isozaki et al., 2010) are applied, both in en-ja and HINDENen-hi tasks.
We use Moses' tokenizer for English tokenization, Indic NLP normalizer and tokenizer (Kunchukuttan et al., 2014) for Hindi tokenization and JUMAN (Kurohashi et al., 1994) for Japanese segmentation.
SMT training, tuning, and testing are done by Moses with the default settings. Alignment process in the reordering is done by Moses (MGIZA++) and self-built post processor for GIZA++ outputs. This post processor makes word alignment by heuristics using two GIZA++ outputs (A3.final) and two lexical translation tables (lex.f2e and lex.e2f) obtained by Moses.
Experimental setting is as follows. Training data for SMT and reordering are provided from the organizer. The number of TM training sentence pairs in en-ja task are 1,502,767 shown in Table 2 . We extract sentence pairs which have high sentence alignment score (≧0.08) from the three training corpora. We also filter out sentence pairs which are too long ( > 100 words) or have unbalanced sentence length (ratio of word numbers is > 4 or < 0.25 ). The latter filtering is common with all tasks. The number of TM training sentence pairs in HINDENen-hi task are 1,450,896. We filter out 21,637 strange sentence pairs such as hi: "à¤¸à¤ à¤ à¥ à¤°à¤¹ à¤¸à¥" and en: "Damping :" from the original training corpus.
LM are trained by the tool lmplz in Moses with order 6. This LM training method is common with all tasks. The number of LM training sentences in the en-ja task are 3,824,408. They are extracted from all en-ja training corpora and HINDENhi-ja training corpus. The number of LM training sentences in the HINDENen-hi task are 1,599,708. They are extracted from HINDENen-hi training corpus and HINDENhi-ja training corpus.
The distortion limit for tuning and testing is 6. This DL value is same in all tasks except for JPCkoja task.
zh-ja task and JPCzh-ja task
Our Chinese-Japanese translation system is SMT with reordering. Additionally, JPCzh-ja task uses RBMT plus SPE system. In both tasks, our reordering method is basically same as the method described in section 2.2 except for the parsing rules and the reordering rules. For Chinese sentence reordering, deleting case markers of Japanese ("が", "を" ,"は" and "は 、") is done to improve Chinese-Japanese alignment accuracy.
We use Stanford Chinese segmenter (Chang et al., 2008) to segment Chinese. We apply self-built post processor to the output of the Stanford segmenter. This post processor segments alphabetical, numerical and symbolic expressions from Han expressions. It also adjusts several segmentations for Han expressions, for example, "示于表" is segmented to "示 于 表". We use JUMAN for Japanese segmentation. We also add self-built post processor after JUMAN's segmentation that connects forms that have the POS "名詞 サ変名詞" to the forms that have the POS "動詞 * サ変動詞". It also connects forms that have the POS "動詞" to the forms that have the POS "接尾辞 動詞性接尾辞". As the result, "備 えて いる" consisting of two morphemes comes to one morpheme. By these post processors, we can balance segmentation granularity between Chinese and Japanese.
For character based SMT, we segment all Han characters only for the Chinese side. SMT training, tuning, and testing using reordered Chinese and Japanese corpus are done by Moses. RBMT system and SPE system for JPCzh-ja task are the same as in the previous work (Ehara, 2015) . Two outputs from word based SMT and character based SMT are packed to lattice form using DP matching and the path which has the best LM score is selected as the system output. This method is similar but simpler than the Matusov's method (Matusov et al., 2006) . In the case of three outputs from word based SMT, character based SMT and RBMT plus SPE, this packing and selecting procedures are made twice.
Experimental setting is as follows. Training data for SMT and reordering are provided from the organizer and NTCIR-10's PatentMT task EJ subtask site (Goto et al. 2013 ). The number of TM training sentence pairs in zh-ja task are 667,922. They are extracted from zh-ja task data. The number of TM training sentence pairs in JPCzh-ja task are 995,385. They are extracted from JPCzh-ja task data.
The number of LM training sentences in zh-ja task are 3,680,815. They are extracted from en-ja and zh-ja task data. The number of LM training sentences in JPCzh-ja task are 4,186,284. They are extracted from JPCzh-ja task data and NTCIR-10's PatentMT task EJ subtask's data.
JPCko-ja task
Korean and Japanese are both OV type language and have a very similar word order structure. So we don't use reordering in this task. We use Mecab-ko 3 for tokenization of Korean and JUMAN for segmentation of Japanese. No Japanese post processor is used for the segmentation for word based SMT in this task. For character based SMT, we segment all characters both for Korean and Japanese.
SMT training, tuning and test using Korean and Japanese corpus is done by Moses. One problem in JPCko-ja task is an unbalanced usage of parentheses between two languages. As described in (Ehara, 2015) , there are mostly parentheses surrounding a number in Korean. On the other hand, there are mostly no parentheses surrounding a number in Japanese. We conduct three methods to address the problem. (1) All parentheses surrounding a number in the Korean side are deleted. (2) Parentheses are added to a number in the Japanese side not surrounded by parentheses and aligned to the number of the Korean side that is surrounded by parentheses. (3) Same as (2) to SMT phase and after decoding parentheses surrounding a number in the translated Japanese are deleted.
Experimental setting is as follows. Training data for SMT and reordering are provided from the organizer and NTCIR-10's PatentMT task EJ subtask site. The number of TM training sentence pairs in JPCko-ja task are 996,339. They are extracted from JPCko-ja task data.
The number of LM training sentence pairs in JPCko-ja task are 5,186,284. They are extracted from JPCko-ja task data, JPCzh-ja task data and NTCIR-10's PatentMT task EJ subtask's data.
The distortion limit for tuning and testing is set to 0, because the word order of Korean is similar to that of Japanese.
HINDENhi-ja task
Four methods of translation is executed for HINDENhi-ja task. (1) Ordinary PBSMT trained by HindiJapanese bilingual corpus. (2) Using Hindi-English and English-Japanese bilingual corpora, pivoting by sentence level without reordering. (3) Same as (2) except for using reordering. (4) Pivoting by table level with reordering.
Pivoting will be described in section 3. Here, we describe other techniques used in this task.
Words in dev and test set not included in the training corpus (train-parallel.hi) is translated by an online free translator and from this translation list, we make a Hindi-Japanese user dictionary, which has 931 entries. This user dictionary is used in the TM training in addition to the training data.
In the TM training of the case (1), we use filtered training data of HINDENhi-ja task. The filtering method is like the method described in section 2.2. For example, the datum hi: "इं टरफ़ े स िवक " and ja: "ã ªã ã ·ã §ã ³ > >" is discarded. As the result, we get 148,812 Hindi and Japanese sentence pairs. Adding user dictionary described above, we get 149,743 sentence pairs to train the TM.
Japanese LM is trained not only by the task data but by the TED corpus (Cettolo, 2012)
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. We extract 260,501 sentences from the <content> part of ted_ja-20160408.xml. Sentences which include sentences in dev or test set are filtered out. As the result, we get 256,891 sentences. Adding Japanese side of the original training data of HINDENhi-ja task, we get 406,766 sentences to train the LM.
SMT training, tuning, testing and pivoting are done by Moses.
Pivoting
For the sentence level pivoting, we use the English-Japanese SMT system described in section 2.2. The English side of the TM training data of HINDENen-hi task (1,450,896 sentences) is translated into Japanese by this SMT system, without reordering (case (2)) or with reordering (case (3)). As the result, we get 1,450,896 Hindi and (machine translated) Japanese sentence pairs. Adding TM training corpus of HINDENhi-ja task, we get 1,600,639 sentence pairs to train the TM. For the table level pivoting, we merge two phrase tables and two reordering tables. They are HindiEnglish phrase table and Hindi-English reordering table used in the HINDENen-hi task and EnglishJapanese phrase table and English-Japanese reordering table used in the en-ja task. Merging two phrase tables, we get Hindi-Japanese pivoted phrase table. Merging two reordering tables, we get Hindi-Japanese pivoted reordering table.
The merging method of the phrase tables is like the "triangulation" (Cohn and Lapata, 2007; Wu and Wang, 2007) . Explicitly, four conditional probabilities in the Moses' phrase table are computed as:
where, f, p and e means a source, pivot and target phrases, respectively. We discard data which have a low probability from the pivoted phrase table that is ∅( | )∅( | ) < 0.000001. We merge this pivoted phrase table and the direct phrase table trained by the Hindi-Japanese parallel corpus (see section 2.5).
In the merging, we use token frequencies of f and e obtained from two phrase tables. Considering ∅ ( | ) be the conditional probability in the pivoted phrase table, ∅ ( | ) be the conditional probability in the direct phrase table, F ( ) be the frequency of f in the pivoted phrase table and F ( ) be the frequency of f in the direct phrase table, we get the merged conditional probability:
Other probabilities are similarly calculated. The merging method of the reordering tables is as follows. We assume that the source to target reordering orientations are determined as in Table 3 . Here we use the combination of three reordering orientations: monotone (m), swap (s) and discontinuous (d) in the source to pivot reordering (Patil et al., 2015) , because of the word order similarity of Hindi (source) and Japanese (target). From this table, we can calculate orientation probabilities of source to target reordering table (fe) as:
where m(f → e), s(f → e) and d(f → e) are monotone, swap and discontinuous probabilities from source (f) to target (e) and D is a normalizing parameter such that m(f → e) + s(f → e) + d(f → e) = 1. Inverse probabilities: m(e → f), s(e → f) and d(e → f) are similarly calculated. We merge this pivoted reordering table and the direct reordering table trained by the Hindi-Japanese parallel corpus (see section 2.5). The merging method is similar to the merging method of the phrase tables described above.
Experimental results

Results of iterative reordering
We conduct iterative reordering consisting of reranking of k-best reordered sentences and alignment loop described in section 2.2 for en-ja, HINDENen-hi, .zh-ja and JPCzh-ja tasks.
Changes of the average of Kendall's tau of the alignment for JPCzh-ja task are shown in Figure 1 . Kendall's tau increases by the iteration but an amount of increase is small. 
Iteration
For all tasks using the reordering, the number of iterations and average values of Kendall's tau which are obtained by the last iteration are listed in Table 4 . The Kendall's tau of en-ja and HINDENeh-hi tasks are rather low than that of zh-ja and JPCzh-ja tasks. 
Results of system combination
For JPCzh-ja task, we combine three systems: word based SMT, character based SMT and RBMT plus SPE. We compare translation accuracy using devtest set by BLEU and RIBES. Table 5 shows these scores of several combinations of the systems. We can see our system combination is effective. Table 5 : Effect of system combination in JPCzh-ja task
Translation evaluation results
We submitted 12 systems' outputs to the evaluation site. The system descriptions are summarized in Table 6 . Official evaluation results of our systems by the organizer (Nakazawa et al., 2016) are listed in Table 7 . Evaluation results of the top ranked system are also listed in the table for the comparison. For JPCzh-ja task, adding RBMT plus SPE increase BLEU score but decrease RIBES, AMFM and HUMAN scores.
For JPCko-ja task, deleting parentheses surrounding a number in Korean side increase three automatic scores. Oppositely, adding parentheses surrounding a number in Japanese side increase HUMAN score. For HINDENhi-ja task, table level pivoting has higher BLEU and HUMAN score and lower RIBES and AMFM scores than sentence level pivoting. Comparing system 2 and 3 of HINDENhi-ja task, reordering of pivot language (English) is effective with three automatic scores. Pivoting method (system 1, 2 and 3) substantially increases automatic scores compared with the direct method (system 4). However, evaluation scores of this task are largely low compared with the scores of other tasks.
Task
System No.
Word-based PBSMT
Characterbased PBSMT
RBMT+SPE Reordering
Sentence level pivoting Table level  pivoting Parenthes handling
HINDENhi-ja Table 6 : System descriptions of the tasks Three systems are evaluated by the JPO adequacy. The system for JPCko-ja task has high JPO adequacy score and systems for HINDENen-hi and HINDENhi-ja tasks have low JPO adequacy score. The former system can translate more than 90% of sentences with 4 or 5 JPO adequacy score, however, the latter systems can only translate 10 or 20% of sentences with 4 or 5 JPO adequacy score (see Figure 2) . 
Conclusion
System descriptions, experimental settings and experimental results of EHR group were described. We participate in the 6 tasks and submitted 12 systems' outputs. We can recognize our translation techniques are effective. They are iterative reordering, system combination and pivoting with reordering.
Several remaining issues are as follows. To improve parsing accuracy such that reordering accuracy be higher. To improve English-Hindi and Hindi-Japanese translation accuracy that are largely lower than that of other language pairs. To challenge machine translations for other Asian languages such as Indonesian, Thai, Vietnamese, Mongolian and so on.
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